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Abstract. 20 March 2022. This paper describes wheelspinning happened in Robotutor team. Wheelspinning, which is a state that a student cannot make any effort although this student has worked hard. Since wheelspinning happens frequently on university student due to higher level of education, the theme is to analyze whether there is the same phenomenon on children and what is the reason for wheelspinning. The analytical tools are Rstudio and Excel. The main method for analyzing is the classification. The main table is split by columns, having “CHILD_ID”, “MATRIXNAME”, “ACTIVITIES”, “TOTALPROBLEMS”, “ACTIVITY_DURATIONS”, “FIRST_ATTEMPT_PERCENTAGE_CORRECT”. After the analysis, the result shows that wheelspinning happens frequently on children, proved by a low percentage correct of all activities. Also, an initial reason of a low percentage correct is considered as children’s low interest of activities due to plenty of “BACKBUTTON” and short-time activities. However, representing abstract definitions by numbers might be inaccurate, which is one of the limitations. Meanwhile, insisting for revision of definition representation is included in the future work.
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1. Introduction

Wheelspinning is an infrequent topic around the world research projects. In these projects, the factors and how to detect wheelspinning are discussed at most. Since wheelspinning is influential for students, which might decrease students’ interest of studying in the long term. As a result, this project writes wheelspinning happened in one specific field, which is Robotutor, and has included a whole process of detecting details that how to judge wheelspinning and factors [1-10].

There are two definitions that should be stated. Robotutor is an application with different online resources and assists children between 7 and 10 years without proper education, in the aspects like writing, math and oral abilities. In this report, the main analysis is based on each activity done by 93 children with more than 65 thousand activities.

For wheelspinning, obviously, it makes cars stay motionless, despite both of the engine and the wheels have put great efforts. Metaphorically, wheelspinning represents people that try hard but cannot have any progress in the related works [1]. To define wheelspinning, a percentage correct less than 70 is regarded as wheelspinning. 70% in this report can be equal to the cut-off score in the common exam [8].

2. RESEARCH QUESTION

The research question is about testing different total correction rates in six aspects to find out whether wheelspinning occurs in Robotutor.

Does wheelspinning happen frequently on children in Robotutor and what is the reason?

3. EXPERIMENT/METHOD

For the data analysis, the tools Rstudio and Excel are used. Excel is used for showing the data, drawing and filtering some unrelated data while Rstudio is applied for importing tables and analyzing the data.

The standard of wheelspinning is based on two classifications in the table, which are Percentage Correct that should be over 70% and Promotion that should be “PROMOTION”, which is shown
below. The leftmost column is Promotion, and the rightmost column is Percentage Correct. Actually, there are two states for Promotion, “PLACEMENT” and “PROMOTION”. The former decides which level to start kid at, while the latter decides whether to promote kids to the next activity. Due to the definition of wheelspinning, activities should be started at first and put efforts. As a result, “PLACEMENT” state is excluded from analyzing. Percentage_Correct implies the extent children engage for activities. The more Percentage_Correct is, the more progress children make while the less probability that wheelspinning happens.

3.1 Measurements

The samples are split into six different parts, “By Student Number”, “by MatrixName”, “By Activities”, “By TotalProblems”, “By Duration” and “By First Attempt Percentage Correct”. The examples are shown above. The Unique_Child_ID is to differentiate children. MatrixName is the fields, and KC(Subtest) is the quizzes for activities which can represent skills mastered by children. TotalProblems, Activity_Duration and First_Attempt_Percentage are leveled each twenty problems, one hundred thousand milliseconds and ten percent respectively.

By Child_ID

By filtering, 93 children’s activities are recorded in the table. Since 5 children have less than 10 activities, they are excluded from analyzing. By analyzing, the top student has the mean of 57.2% Percentage_Correct, which is lower than the standard Percentage_Correct. The last student has the mean of 7.94% Percentage_Correct.

The pie chart [figure 2] is the last student (CPVSTK_375) and another pie chart [figure 1] is the top student (SPARE_452). The pie charts are based on Completion column in the table. An obvious difference is that the BACKBUTTON occupies 75% for the last child and COMPLETE has the most proportion in the chart. The meaning of BACKBUTTON may be confused. It is a state that has no progress and backward.

By Matrixname

There are 4 fields in this part, literacy, math, songs and stories.

From the graph [figure 3], stories have the best performance, however, it does not exceed the standard Percentage_Correct and is highly gapped with 70%.

The field of songs is 0% and the related table is shown above. Many zeros are included in the table and the Completion state is almost BACKBUTTON. In consequence, wheelspinning happens most frequently around songs.

By Activities

There are a total number of 18 skills included, however, the skill Addition Level 3 has less than 10 samples, which has been excluded.

From the graph [figure 4], the best skill is Addition Level 2, with 70 Percentage_Correct. The last skill is Writing a Sentence, with 0 Percentage_Correct.

By Totalproblems

The column TotalProblems is leveled each 20 problems.

The height of each problem number in the graph represents the magnitude of Percentage,Correct. In the graph [figure 5], the first bar has the maximum proportion and the last bar is too small to demonstrate. Although wheelspinning happens frequently by the split, there is a trend that the probability wheelspinning occurs is inversely proportional to the increasing TotalProblems.

By Acticity_Duration

The part of duration is split into 11 sections, each with one hundred thousand milliseconds, and the last level is all activities over ten hundred thousand milliseconds.

From the graph [figure 6], the second and third bars have more than 70 Percentage_Correct. For the remaining bars except the first one, there are small differences between them and they all exceed 50 Percentage_Correct, which means less wheelspinning happen for activities more than 100000 milliseconds. This is because from the previous table, activities with 0 millisecond duration tend to
have 0 Percentage_Correct, when these zeroes are excluded, the mean of Percentage_Correct will increase.

By First_Attempt_Percentage_Correct
First_Attempt_Percentage_Correct is layered each 10 percent.

From the graph [figure 7], the calculated index is direct proportional to Percentage_Correct. This means that the more First_Attempt_Percentage_Correct is, the less wheelspinning happens. For example, for Percentage_Correct over 70%, the related First_Attempt_Percentage_Correct indexes are all above 70%.

3.2 Result Analysis

Firstly, the mean of Percentage_Correct for all activities is calculated, which is 23.39% with 65416 activities. The activities that Percentage_Correct is over 70% are filtered, which have a number of 13511, occupying 20.65% of all activities. Wheelspinning seems to happen frequently around Robotutor by the index of Percentage_Correct. The next step is to split the activity table through six ways.

For the evaluations, some principles that relations between the index and wheelspinning are concluded. For example, the frequency of wheelspinning happening is inversely proportional to First_Attempt_Percentage_Correct and direct proportional to TotalProblems. Moreover, wheelspinning is more likely to happen in the field “songs”, the skill “Write a Sentence”, the duration “>=0ms <=100000ms” and activities with “BACKBUTTON” state. Obviously, wheelspinning happens frequently in Robotutor.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Limitation

The first limitation is the simplistic definition for wheelspinning. This is because wheelspinning suggests no progress in activities despite the efforts are contributed which is a process. However, in this report, the meaning is symbolized by index Percentage_Correct. Percentage_Correct is not well-suited to wheelspinning as Percentage_Correct implies the obstacle encounter in the activity and high Percentage_Correct signifies the extent of success in the activity, which is a result. As a result, more indexes should be mixed with Percentage_Correct in order to illustrate the process, wheelspinning. For example, the index “Attempts over 1” can be mixed with Percentage_Correct over 70%. The reason is that during the analysis of data, many attempts of 1 are figured. If extracting them from the activity table and recalculate the mean of Percentage_Correct, it becomes 93.8%, which is a great process.

Secondly, another limitation can be the lack of programming language. Because of the lack, some operations become difficult. For example, all the filtered tables are split by manual copying and pasting, which is time-wasting. On the other hand, the appearance of graphs is ugly and not detailed. If more knowledge of Excel can be mastered, perfect graphs would be painted.

Thirdly, some bugs exist in the table. The above table shows many spaces in the formula, which is an obstacle for analyzing and filtering.

At last, time is a problem. When doing this project, exams and schoolwork are mixed with the process. This means it is a hurry to finish the evaluation and accomplish the results.

4.2 Future Works

In the future, the lack of programming knowledge should be supplemented, which could economize. The next step is to mix various indexes in the table to capture and reveal wheelspinning and the reason for the phenomenon. For example, the focus can be on Subtract Level 1, filtering on Percentage_Correct < 70% and Attempts > 1 and figuring out the similarity between each remaining activity for Subtract Level 1. Also, by the assist of analysis, the reason of wheelspinning should be improved [9].
5. Conclusion

In conclusion, regarding to the thesis “How frequent wheelspinning happens in Robotutor?”, the first step is to simplify the definition of wheelspinning into Percentage_Correct of activities >70%. In the following steps, the Robotutor activity table is disaggregated through six different ways and analyzed. During the process of analyzing, it is found that wheelspinning happens frequently in Robotutor, with a probability of more than 70% and some relations between one index and Percentage_Correct. Furthermore, most disaggregate tables have less than 70 Percentage_Correct. As a result, the similarity between the tables is figured that most of tables contain short-time activities with 0 Percentage_Correct and “BACKBUTTON” state. This means that the main reason for wheelspinning in Robotutor is no more interest for children to learn subjectively. Moreover, wheelspining happens in the activities that need more language skills, which means the difficulty is also the factor of wheelspinning.

Throughout the researching, the method that simplifies the problem is learned. This method can provide logics and thoughts when the problem is abstract and problematic. Take the first step as an example, due to the lack of programming knowledge at the beginning, formal analysis cannot be accomplished. Since the method of simplifying is applied, which separates ten activities at first and research on the relation between Percentage_Correct and other indexes. However, this method has some disadvantages, which mislead the researcher from the true definition a little.

6. APPENDIX

Graphs used

Figure 1. Completion states for top 1 student

Figure 2. Completion states for last 1 student
Figure 3. Average Percentage_Correct on Matrixname

Figure 4. Average Percentage_Correct on activities

Figure 5. Average Percentage_Correct on Total problem numbers

Figure 6. Average Percentage on Durations
Clearer figures are in the “graph” folder. Tables are split and placed in the “table” folder, regarding to each analysis part.
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